Face recognition (FR) 
INTRODUCTION
Image processing is processing of images using certain operations for which the input and output are images.In image processing, Face Recognition (FR) is one of the eminent research areas in pattern recognition and computer vision due to its numerous applications in the area of biometrics, information security, access control and surveillance system. FR system is used in our day to day life such as in Facebook, mobile applications, login software. FR system identifies and authenticates people through face images. Other applications of FR are, 1. Biometric Identification and Authentication eg. voter identity cards, aadhar cards, passport identity and pan cards. 2. FR is used for security purposes in airports, seaports, ATM (Automated Teller Machines) machines. 3. Surveillance cameras 4. FR system is used in image database investigations such as finding missing criminals, children, immigrants and licensed drivers by checking the image databases.
FR systems can be used to analyze scenes from videos
by looking out for any odd occurrence of specific vehicles and specific faces.
Gender classification, age classification, recognizing facial expressions, recognizing facial feature and tracking are some of the related applications of FR. Facial feature recognition and detection are used for tracking and monitoring a vehicle driver's eyes and his fatigue. Facial expression recognition can be used for monitoring patients in intensive care units. FR is used with biometrics like iris, fingerprint, ear, speech and gait recognition. Basic steps in Face Recognition are given in the following chart in Fig.1 . Any input image is detected for which features are extracted and features are classified using any suitable classification technique. In FR, as faces are dealt it is important to identify images if they are faces or not and this is known as face detection. But, face detection step is not a compulsory task to be done, because faces are present in training images in some form or the other [1] .
Facial features are extracted using various features like Gabor features, HoG (Histogram of Gradients), DoG (Difference of Gradients). Recognizing faces is the final step in FR.
There are two types of application in FR. One is identification and the other is verification. For identification problem in FR, from a database of known persons, the input face is being compared to find the identity of the image. In FR, the claimed identity of the input face is either confirmed or rejected in verification [2] .
Fig-1 FR Step
An FR system should automatically detect a face from an image. However, the accuracy of FR systems worsens quite rapidly in unconstrained settings such as illumination, expression and pose variations. This involves extracting features and then recognizing it, irrespective of illumination, expression, ageing, transformations (translation, rotation and scaling of the image) and pose variations, which is a difficult task.
Blur
Blur is common while taking photographs using cameras and mobile phones. Blur can be uniform and non-uniform. Normally Non-uniform Blur occurs in images taken using any handheld image devices. Recognizing or handling a blurred image in a face recognition system is generally hard [3] .
Illumination
Photographs or images occur with illumination and varies as good and dark illumination. Under different lighting conditions, there are more chances for face recognition system to identify person wrongly. Illumination may be as left light, center light and right light.
Expression
Expressions are a form of non-verbal communication [4] . There are various facial expressions such as happiness, sad, surprise, fear, anger which changes or deforms the faces from normal images. Recognizing faces with facial expressions is an exciting task.
Pose Variations
FR of frontal face images is easier than images with pose variations. Small pose variations in angles can be easily handled than larger variations.
LITERARY WORKS
Soodeh Nikhan et al. [5] proposed a system for local illumination insensitive face identification algorithm which is the combination of LBP and LPQ (Local Phase Quantisation). LBP and LPQ are two illumination insensitive local descriptors. This method was found to be easy to execute since it does not require training and image reconstruction. But, the method was observed to be computationally cost effective.
P.Vageeswaran et al. [6] considered a blur and illumination robust algorithm by showing that the set of all images formed from a face image by blurring it and on changing the illumination conditions forms a bi-convex set. Also, amalgamating a particular learning approach like SVM into this formulation would be a very promising direction for future work.
R. Gopalan et al. [7] showed that using Grassmann manifold, a subspace was formed.The subspace obtained was a result of convolutions of an image. This convolution contained a complete set of orthonormal basis functions representing the blur kernels. These blur kernels were invariant to blur under some assumptions. Robust face recognition would be an interesting topic under light and pose variations along with various blur values.
V. M. Patel et al. [8] proffered an FR algorithm dependent on dictionary learning methods. These methods were robust to changes in lighting and pose. Future work is to develop and analyze the accuracy of a discriminative dictionary learning algorithm which is robust to pose, expression and illumination variations. Albedo estimation mechanisms are sensitive to facial expressions. Discriminative dictionary increases the overall computational complexity making the real-time process handling very difficult. Discriminative dictionaries are sensitive to noise.
Yu-Wing Tai et al. [9] has modeled the blurred image as an integration of the clear scene under a sequence of planar projective transformations i.e., homography that describes the camera's path. A fundamental limitation to their algorithm is that the high-frequency details which have been lost during the motion blur process cannot be recovered. The algorithm can only recover the hidden details which remains inside the motion blur images. Also, it has not dealt with moving or deformable objects or scenes with occlusion or disocclusion, or with significant depth variation.
A technique for FR in varied pose was schemed by Changxing Ding et al. [10] . 
SYSTEM DESIGN

Problem Definition
Given a set of training images, g c s and a test image p, the identity of p has to be found. 
Blur Invariant Face Recognition
If there were 1, 2 … C face classes, then each class c contains g c , which denotes training images of that class. Also, the blurred test image, p belongs to any of the C classes. For each training face, transformed images have been formed and these images forms the column of the matrix A c . The test image's identity is obtained using reconstruction error r c in (1) . The identity of p is found with the one having minimum r c [3] . r c = min T || p -A c T|| 2 2 + β || T || 1 , subject to T ≥ 0 (1)
Fig-2 Overall architecture
Even though all the pixels contain equal weights, every region in the face does not convey equal amount of information. For this, a weighting matrix, W was introduced. This value was introduced to make algorithms robust to variations like misalignment. For training the weights, training and test image folders of the dataset were bused. The test image folder was Blurred with Gaussian kernel, σ = 4. The images taken were partitioned as block patches using DRBF through which recognition rates were obtained independently. The LBP features were used in DRBF. LBP features of both blurred test images and training images have been considered for the recognition rate. The regions around the eyes are given the highest weights [6] .In Fig.3 , the white region has highest weights, the other colours have lower weights and the darkest regions have very low weights.
The reconstruction error, r c becomes as follows when the weighting matrix has been used, r c = minT|| W (g -A c T) || 2 2 + β || T|| 1 , subject to T ≥ 0 (2) The reconstruction error, r c has been sensitive to small pixel misalignments and hence, it is not preferable.Test image, p represents the input for which LBP features were extracted.
Fig-3 Weight matrix
For every train image, g c , Blur was created through optimal Transformation Spread Function(TSF) T c . This optimal TSF was found by, T c = arg min T || W (p-A c T) || 2 2 + β || T|| 1 , for T≥ 0 (3) Here, T c , optimal TSF W, weighting matrix p, represents Blurred test image A c , matrix for each training face T, vector of weights W, a weighting matrix uses weights similar to LBP. The difference between g and A c T were calculated. Vector of weights denoted by T, T ≥ 0 is always rounded off to nearest integer 1(||T|| 1 ). ‗A' represents matrix, A is a part of R(Real Numbers) belonging to N*N T , which was formed by total number of transformations and overall number of pixels in the image, N T and N. For each training face, a matrix A c , was generated. Finally, optimal TSF, T c has been identified using equation (3) .
Training images and blurred test images were partitioned into non-overlapping rectangular regions for which LBP histograms were extracted and histograms were concatenated for building a global descriptor. LBP features of both training image and blurred test image are being compared using to find if they almost match with each other. The output is the identity of the test image. The following column contains algorithm for BRFR.
ALGORITHM: BLUR ROBUST FACE RECOGNITION
Input: Test image p and a set of training images g c , c=1, 2… C. Output: Identity of test image, p.
1.
For each g c , 2.
Find optimal TSF T c by solving equation (3).
3.
Blur every g c with its corresponding T c .
4.
Extract LBP features of blurred g c . 5 .
Compare LBP features of p and transformed g c . 6 .
Find closest match of p.
Extract LBP features
Compare LBP features 
Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
LBP is a simple, productive texture operator. The LBP texture operator is an outstanding path in a variety of applications because of its discriminating power and computational simplicity. LBP's property, computational simplicity had made it possible for analyzing images in challenging real-time settings. In traditional divergent statistical and structural models for texture analysis, LBP can be seen as a unifying approach.
LBP has been used in BRFR system as it is insensitive to blur, misalignment, illumination and varied poses. LBP is used for FR, image retrieval, biomedical image analysis and texture analysis. Many applications using LBP are biometrics, including eye localization, iris recognition, fingerprint recognition, palm print recognition, gait recognition, facial age classification,and facial expression recognition.
Neighbourhoods of different sizes were extended to be used in LBP operator. Circular neighbourhood and bilinear interpolating values being used at non-integer pixel coordinates allows any radius and number of pixels in the neighbourhood. A complementary contrast measure in the local neighbourhood is the gray scale variance. In the following eqn. (4), the notation (P, R) has been used for pixel a neighbourhood P is represented as sampling points on a circle of radius of R.
Here, g c , denotes gray value of centre pixel in the local neighbourhood. g p , p= 0,1,...,P-1, represents the gray values of neighbourhood pixels. Using the above equation (4), the binary codes have been computed. Fig-4 shows LBP of a facial image [11] .
Fig-4 LBP of a facial image
K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier
K-nearest neighbour (KNN) is one of the elementary machine learning techniques. KNN is a type of instancebased learning or lazy learning as its function is approximated locally and delayed until classification.KNN has been found to be used in applications such as text mining, text categorization, finance, medicine and agricultural related fields. It requires no previous awareness about the distribution of data.This rule simply retains the entire training set during learning and assigns to each query a class represented by the majority label of its k-nearest neighbours in the training set.The simplest form of KNN when k= 1 is Nearest Neighbour rule (NN). In this method, each sample should be classified similarly to its surrounding samples. Hence, if the classification of a sample is unknown, then it could be figured out by considering the classification of its nearest neighbour samples. For a given unknown sample and a training set, all the distances between the unknown sample and all the samples in the training set were computed. The distance with the smallest value corresponds to the sample in the training set closest to the unknown sample. Therefore, the unknown sample may be classified based on the classification of this nearest neighbour. One of the very famous distances metric is Euclidean distance. Euclidean distance can be represented as,
, denotes distance between a and b, a i and b i , represents two points, 1 < i ≤ n Generally, the other distance measures used for classifying are Euclidean squared, Chebychev, city block. [12] Here in the Fig.5 , the test sample i.e. green circle should be classified either to the first class of blue squares or to the second class of red triangles. If k=3 i.e. within the solid line circle, it is assigned to the second class because there are 2 triangles and only 1 square inside the inner circle. If k=5 i.e. within dashed line circle, it is assigned to the first class as there has been 3 squares and 2 triangles in the outer circle.
Fig-5: KNN
IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
Datasets
For experiments, two datasets have been used. One is Yale face database [13] and the other is JAFFE database [14] . The datasets have been segregated as training set and testing set. The trained images, forms the training set. The test images, forms the testing set. The images were separated into subjects' folders in the training set and test image set.
Performance Analysis
The FR system was checked in two conditions, i.e. Gaussian and motion blur. Gaussian blur has been used for uniform blur. Motion blur has been used for non-uniform blur.
The following graph Chart-1 shows the recognition results from a Yale face database [13] and JAFFE database [14] using Gaussian blur. The sigma values were varied for test images as 15, 20, and 30. From the Yale face database, the recognition rate obtained was 66.66%. The results are because of illumination effects in the dataset. For JAFFE dataset, the results obtained were 100% for each sigma value such as 15, 20, and 30.
By varying values of len pixels 15, 20, 30 using motion blur, the following results were obtained. When len pixels were 15, 20, 30 the recognition rate observed in the Yale face database was 66.66%. For JAFFE dataset, the recognition rate was observed as 100% for all the len pixels 15, 20, and 30. The following graph Chart-2 shows the recognition results for both the datasets.
Chart-1: Gaussian blur
Recognition rates for both blurs, Gaussian blur and motion blur were similar for the two datasets. In JAFFE dataset, each image taken had a similar type of illumination. While in Yale face dataset for some of the images, illumination varied. When the blur levels were increased further, the results decrease. These values are of sigma parameter. In Chart-3 and Chart-4, x-axis holds blur values whereas, y-axis holds recognition rate. When sigma values of images are increased, the recognition rates recorded are 100%, 93.33%, 86.667%, 86.667%, 66.667% in both charts, Chart-3 and Chart-4.Results for both these figures were taken from yale face database.
Chart-2: Motion blur
Chart
Chart-4:
Results of BRFR without W
CONCLUSION
A FR system which is robust to blur was developed using BRFR algorithm. In this algorithm, the LBP features were extracted from the blurred test image. Each and every image in the training set was transformed using optimal TSF and their LBP features were extracted. LBP features of images were compared to find the best match. BRFR algorithm was implemented and their results were discussed in section 4 for the two datasets Yale face database and JAFFE. BRFR gives good results when the probe and training set have images of the same illumination. The system works efficiently and is robust to conditions like blur. The results will be improved when illumination and expression from faces are removed.
FUTURE WORK
Even though the issue of blur was not completely solved using BRFR, few problems such as illumination, expression variations still remains as a hindrance to FR system. As future work, this FR system can be extended to other challenges like occlusion, illumination, and expressions. 
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